Welcome Guide

Meet the Nest Learning Thermostat
Display
Turns blue when cooling
and orange when heating.
Status
Nest shows you
Time-to-Temperature and
if it’s heating, cooling or
using Airwave.
Current temperature
Shows the temperature
in your home.
Target temperature
Shows the temperature
you want to reach.
Nest Leaf
Appears when you’re
saving energy.
Sensor Window
Contains temperature,
humidity, light and
activity sensors.

Explore Nest
Press the ring for the menu,
then rotate to select.

If you have heating and
cooling, easily switch
between them manually
or automatically.
Schedule
See the schedule Nest
has learned from your
temperature adjustments.
If it’s not right, change it.
Energy
See how much energy
you’ve used in the last
10 days and why.
Settings
Choose options like
thermostat lock and
fan control.
Away
Set Nest to Away when
you leave to save energy
while you’re gone.

Away from home
Connect Nest to Wi-Fi, then
sign up for a Nest Account at
nest.com/account
With Nest's Web and Mobile
apps, you can adjust the
temperature, change your
schedule, see Energy History
and control multiple Nests.

We take your privacy seriously.
Find out more at nest.com/privacy
Visit nest.com for more info about
Nest’s facts and figures.

Your life with Nest

Install & setup
Read our installation
guide and watch videos at
nest.com/support

Day 1

System Match
Nest adapts to your
system, whether it’s
forced air, heat pump
or radiant.

Auto-Schedule
Nest will remember the
temperatures you like
and build a schedule.
Teach Nest by turning it
down when you go to bed
or leave the house.

Energy History
See when you used
heating and cooling and
how your temperature
changes, the weather
or Auto-Away affected
your energy use.

Find even more detailed
Energy History on the Web
and Mobile apps.

Day 7
Remote control
Connect Nest to Wi-Fi,
sign up for a Nest
Account on nest.com,
and download the Nest
Mobile app for your
smartphone or tablet.

Going on vacation?
Start saving money
the minute you walk
out the door by turning
Nest to Away manually.

Day 30
Changing the temperature
just one degree can lower
your energy use up to 5%.

Check your schedule
You can edit your
schedule on Nest or
with the Web and
Mobile apps.

Seasons change
When you switch from heat
to cool or vice versa, Nest
will learn a new schedule.

Nest Leaf
The Leaf appears
when you choose a
temperature that
saves energy.

Auto-Away
Nest automatically
turns itself to an
energy-saving
temperature when
you’re away.

Save the most with
Auto-Away by setting your
Away “heat to” temp
below 65˚ and your Away
“cool to” temp above 80˚.

Day 90

Energy Report
Your monthly Energy
Report is packed with
energy info and tips to
help you save.

Airwave
Airwave reduces AC
runtime up to 30%.
Airwave works in 80%
of homes with AC.

Heat • Cool
If you need to switch
between heating and
cooling often, choose
Heat • Cool to make the
change automatically.

